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[371x85]ready escaped leaving a passport
[371x168]the report further stated that the
[371x179]of oil supertankers consisting of 42
[371x191]Iran owns the world's largest fleet
[371x241](22)Iran Plans...
[371x392]sations had reached the district to
[371x427]bridge was destroyed by floods in
[371x438]to Nieli were in trouble as a key
[371x506]financial losses are yet to be ascer-
[371x573]The kidnappers had demanded
[371x584]tions to punish the kidnappers."
[371x641]sure protection of children.
[371x710]Abdul Qayyum, grandfather of the
[371x744]primary court was not final and
[371x767]Ahmad continued.
[371x834]the table last month, but it did not de-
[371x881]casused of supporting Taliban mili-
[371x938]this pressure will compel them to
[371x950]group are living in Pakistan and
[371x962]menka Street houses the depart-
[371x983]employees of her ministry and to
[371x1148](18)Islamabad ...
[371x1165]he said. (Pajhwok)
[371x1176]condition was stated to be stable,
[371x1256]Sarhadi Zwak, the governor’s
[371x1370]the riad.
[371x1420](17)Taliban ...
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[845x730]France

Several Explosions
Rock Industrial Zone in Southwestern France

PARIS - Three consecutive explosions rocked an industrial zone near the southwestern city of Brest on Friday evening, local media reported. There were no immediate reports of casualties and damage.

The first explosion was heard near Bari, a city in southern Italy.

The second explosion was heard near Bari, a city in southern Italy.

The third explosion was heard near Bari, a city in southern Italy.
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